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Knowledge makes ahhhhhh!!!!!!!!
Dear parents, students and kindergarten children,
We hope you are still enjoying the vacations and will have a great start to the New Year.
As you can see from the newsletter heading, knowledge is the focus in January. Did you
know that 1,000 words are enough as a basic vocabulary for everyday communication?
Native speakers, however, use up to 16,000 words in their active vocabulary. But we
understand up to 50,000 words in our passive vocabulary - words that we do not actively
use, but understand very well. The German language has a vocabulary of about 300,000
words. So more vocabulary brings more speaking power and understanding.
How can we expand our children's vocabulary?
By reading, reading and more reading - also reading aloud!!!
Change genres! Swap stories for non-fiction for a different tone and different words.
You as a parent do not know German too well? Don´t worry! Have your child read aloud
to you. If your child stumbles across words that are unfamiliar, discover them together in
Google Translate or the dictionary. Write them down. Reading aloud, looking it up and
writing it down deepens the knowledge of the newly learned.
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What is available in the school library that can expand your child's vocabulary?
We have a number of knowledge books for younger and older children on the following
topics:

List of non-fiction books can be found here.
Was ist Was is a fantastic German website that shares general knowledge for
preschoolers and students. On the links below you can find materials to download for the
individual books such as coloring pictures, puzzles, etc. (we can also assist here if you
need help).
KINDERGARTEN:
https://www.wasistwas.de/was-ist-was-kindergarten.html
PRIMARY SCHOOL:
https://www.wasistwas.de/was-ist-was-junior.html
KNOWLEDGE AUDIO PLAYS/PODCASTS:
https://www.wasistwas.de/hoerspiele.html
Other great podcasts are:
https://ericerforscht.libsyn.com/
https://audionow.de/share/7fd25f3f-c6dd-450a-91ef-fa48a2f3d6bb
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Of course, we the library team also want to expand our knowledge and would like to
know more from you. For this purpose we have created a survey and we hope you will
participate. Please click here for the survey.
BOOK ORDERS
We are available also in times of distance learning. For book orders please send an email
to mediothek@gisad.ae and the ordered books, if available, will be kept at the security at
the main gate. You can collect them from there.
You can view our lists here.
DONATIONS
We would like to thank the Fernandes family for their donations of books. There were
very nice books that make little girls' hearts beat faster, about fairies and princesses, and
also great books for early readers. Many thanks. These have now been added to the
library inventory and other children can enjoy them, too.

Our February focus will be on our learning tools and student aids for tutoring.
Thank you and stay healthy.
Happy New Year 2022
Your Mediothek Team - Miriam and Melanie
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